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Abstract
We study the information quantities, including the holographic entanglement entropy (HEE),
mutual information (MI) and entanglement of purification (EoP), over Gubser-Rocha model. The
remarkable property of this model is the zero entropy density at ground state, in term of which we
expect to extract novel, even singular informational properties in zero temperature limit. Surpris-
edly, we do not observe any singular behavior of entanglement-related physical quantities under the
zero temperature limit. Nevertheless, we find a peculiar property from Gubser-Rocha model that in
low temperature region, the HEE decreases with the increase of temperature, which is contrary to
that in most holographic models. We argue that this novel phenomenon is brought by the singular
property of the zero temperature limit, of which the analytical verification is present. In addition,
we also compare the features of the information quantities in Gubser-Rocha model with those in
Reissner-Nordstrom Anti-de Sitter (RN-AdS) black hole model. It is shown that the HEE and MI
of Gubser-Rocha model are always larger than those of RN-AdS model, while the EoP behaves in
an opposite way. Our results indicate that MI and EoP could have different abilities in describing
mixed state entanglement.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement is playing an increasingly prominent role in modern physics from
condensed matter theory to the black hole theory. In the context of Anti-de Sitter/Conformal
Field Theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence [1–4], quantum entanglement also plays a key role
in the investigation on how the bulk spacetime emerges from the entanglement structure
[5–9]. The entanglement entropy (EE) is a measure of quantum entanglement between
two subsystems A and B for a given pure state. In holographic framework, EE has a
simple geometric description known as Rangamani-Takayanagi (RT) formula that EE for a
subregion on the dual boundary is proportional to the minimal surface in the bulk geometry,
which is dubbed as holographic entanglement entropy (HEE) [10–12]. For covariant cases,
RT formula is reformulated into the Hubeny-Rangamani-Takayanagi (HRT) formula [13, 14].
Their proposal matches very well with the known results from the two-dimensional CFT [15–
17]. The success of RT/HRT formula inspires lots of works toward better understanding of
this topic [18–21] and some important applications. One of the most important applications
of HEE is that it can characterize phase transition, including quantum phase transitions
and thermodynamic phase transitions, see for instances [22–30].
However, EE suffers from UV divergence in general and one has to use a regularization
method to remove the divergence. To overcome this regulator-dependent measure of entan-
glement, a special linear combinations of EE called mutual information (MI) was proposed,
which is a positive definite quantity guaranteed by the subadditivity and free from the UV
divergences [31–33]. In addition, MI removes the thermal entropy contribution [34]. There-
fore, MI is a good probe to learn basic properties of any local observable in a quantum
system [32, 35]. In holographic framework, one can directly calculate MI with the use of
RT/HRT formula, which are called holographic mutual information (HMI).
It is well known that HEE is a good measure for a bipartite pure state, but doesn’t capture
all the information for mixed state. A novel quantity called entanglement of purification
(EoP) Ep is introduced to depict the measure for mixed state in [36]. However, since lots of
parameters space of purifications that needs to be searched, it is a hard task to calculate Ep
in quantum field theory (QFT) [37]. For holographic dual field theory, it is conjectured that
Ep is dual to the area of the minimal cross section of the entanglement wedge Ew [38–41], in
which it was addressed that most properties of Ew are consistent with those of Ep in QFT.
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Most of these works [38–41] are implemented in 3-dimensional AdS spacetime. For higher
dimensional AdS geometry, we usually resort to the numerics. As a first attempt, the authors
of [42] numerically studied the properties of EOP and its evolution behavior for thermofield
double states dual to the Schwarzschild black hole. Later, in [43], the authors have developed
an algorithm to calculate EoP for symmetric and asymmetric configuration in pure AdS4
and 4 dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom Anti-de Sitter (RN-AdS) black hole backgrounds.
The temperature behavior of EoP and some important inequalities of EoP are numerically
explored. Further, the authors in [44] studied some holographic informational quantities,
including HEE, MI and EoP, and they argued that the EoP may be a better entanglement
measure of the mixed state than MI. In addition, the connection between holographic EoP
and holographic complexity of purification (CoP) was also explored for various models in
[45].
In this paper, we shall study the information quantities, including HEE, MI and EoP
in Gubser-Rocha model [46]. The black brane solution of Gubser-Rocha model possesses
two important and appealing characteristics, i.e., zero ground state entropy density and
linear specific heat at low temperature, which are also the characteristics of a Fermi gas.
The study of the probe fermionic spectrum over Gubser-Rocha model also confirm that the
system shares the same property of the degenerate Fermi liquid [47, 48]. Some interesting
studies based on Gubser-Rocha model have also been implemented. In [49], the ionic lat-
tice background in the framework of Gubser-Rocha model was constructed and the optical
conductivity of the dual field theory on the boundary was studied. In addition, some of us
constructed a Q-lattice deformed Gubser-Rocha model with vanishing ground entropy den-
sity, over which the HEE was explored and it was claimed that the first order derivative of
HEE with respect to Q-lattice parameters could characterize the quantum phase transition
[23].
In contrast with RN-AdS geometry, which has a non-vanishing ground state entropy
density, Gubser-Rocha model provides a novel platform to study the holographic phenomena.
Here, we aim to study the universal properties of HEE, MI and EoP over Gubser-rocha model
and compare the results from such a model with vanishing ground state entropy density with
that from RN-AdS geometry studied in [43].
Our paper is organized as what follows. In Section II, we present a brief review on
Gubser-Rocha model. And then, we numerically calculate the HEE, MI and EoP and
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discuss the peculiar properties of these holographic informational quantities in Section III.
The conclusions and discussions are presented in Section IV.
II. GUBSER-ROCHA MODEL
We start with the following action [46, 50]
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R− 1
4
eΦF µνFµν − 3
2
(∂µΦ)
2 +
6
L2
cosh Φ
]
, (1)
where L is the AdS radius, Φ is the dilation field and Fab = ∂aAb − ∂bAa. An analytical
charged black brane solution to the above action has previously been given in [46]
ds2 =
L2
z2
(
−f(z)dt2 + dz
2
f(z)
+ g(z)(dx2 + dy2)
)
, (2)
At(z) = L
√
3Q(1− z)
√
1 +Q
1 +Qz
, (3)
where
f(z) = (1− z)p(z)
g(z)
, g(z) = (1 +Qz)3/2 ,
p(z) = 1 + (1 + 3Q) z + (1 + 3Q (1 +Q)) z2 . (4)
The coordinate system we take is same as that in [49], which is the coordinate transformation
based on the solution presented in [46]. In our current coordinate system, the Hawking
temperature can be worked out as
Tˆ =
3
√
1 +Q
4piL
. (5)
The system is determined by the scaling invariant temperature
T =
Tˆ
µ
=
√
3
4piL
√
Q
, (6)
where µ is the chemical potential in the dual boundary field theory and it is related to the
parameter Q as
µ =
√
3Q(1 +Q) . (7)
The temperature T is inversely proportional to the parameter Q. When Q tends to zero,
it goes up to infinity and the black brane is a Schwarzschild-AdS black brane. While as Q
approaches to infinity, it goes down to zero, which corresponds to an extremal black brane.
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It is worthwhile to emphasize that this black brane geometry possesses an appealing
characteristic, i.e., the zero ground state entropy, in contrast to the usual RN-AdS black
brane which have finite entropy density even at the zero temperature. For more discussion
on the thermodynamics of this charged black brane, please refer to [46].
In high temperature limit, the geometry of the Gubser-Rocha model and the RN-AdS
model are the same. This can be seen by taking the Q → 0 limit for Gubser-Rocha model
and µ → 0 limit for RN-AdS model. It predicts that all the information-related quantities
will be the same. As long as the quantities related to quantum information are only related
to the background geometry, we can conclude that the quantum information behavior of
Gubser-Rocha model is consistent with that of RN-AdS model in the high temperature
limit. Therefore, we pay more attention to their finite temperature and extremely low
temperature behavior.
III. THE HOLOGRAPHIC INFORMATION RELATED QUANTITIES
In this section, we shall study the holographic information related quantities over Gubser-
Rocha model. In order to demonstrate the peculiar properties of the holographic information
quantities over Gubser-Rocha model, we shall also present the corresponding results from
RN-AdS black brane for comparison throughout this paper. For RN-AdS black brane ge-
ometry, we refer to [43].
A. Holographic entanglement entropy
EE, as a measure of entanglement, is one of the hot topics in quantum information. For
a pure state system composed of two parts A and B, its EE is described by Von Neumann
entropy SA ≡ −Tr(ρA ln ρA), where ρA ≡ TrB|ψ〉〈ψ|. Holographically, the Von Neumann
entropy can be depicted through the R-T formula as [10]
SA =
Area(γA)
4GN
, (8)
where GN is the bulk Newton constant. γA is the minimal surface which stretches into the
bulk and ends at ∂A.
We consider a specific configuration that the subsystem A is an infinite strip along y-axis
with width l along x-axis, i.e., A := {0 < x < l,−∞ < y < ∞} (see FIG.1). Since the
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FIG. 1: Diagram of the extremal surface for an infinite strip configuration with width l.
minimum surface is invariant along y-axis, it is convenient to describe this minimum surface
by the radial coordinate z(x). When we fix the width, the HEE can be explicitly expressed
as
Sˆ = 2
∫ z∗

dz
g(z)
3
2
z2
√
f(z)(g(z)2 − z4
z4∗
g(z∗)2)
, (9)
lˆ = 2
∫ z∗

dz
g(z∗)√
f(z)g(z)
√
z4∗g(z)2
z4
− g(z∗)2
, (10)
where z∗ is the top (alternatively call the turning point) of the minimum surface. Since HEE
is divergent at the asymptotic AdS boundary, we have introduced a cutoff  in the above
expression. To subtract out the vacuum contribution to HEE, we add a counter term −1/z2
into the integration of Sˆ such that we have the regularized HEE as what follows
Sˆ = 2
∫ z∗

( g(z) 32
z2
√
f(z)(g(z)2 − z4
z4∗
g(z∗)2)
− 1
z2
)
dz − 1
z∗
 . (11)
Note that here lˆ and Sˆ are dimensionfull width and HEE. Adopting µ as the scaling unit,
we have the scaling-invariant width and HEE, which are l ≡ lˆµ and S ≡ Sˆ/µ. We shall only
focus on the scaling-invariant quantities in the following study.
Before showing the behaviors of HEE, we firstly study the behaviors of the turning point
z∗, which are exhibited in FIG.2. It is easy to find that there are some obvious differences
between the behaviors of z∗ for Gubser-Rocha model and RN-AdS geometry. We summarize
the differences and similarities between them as what follows.
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FIG. 2: The turning point z∗ as the function of width l for fixed temperature (plots above) and
as the function of temperature T for fixed l (plots below). Left plots is the case for Gubser-Rocha
model and right plots for RN-AdS background.
• In the high temperature region, z∗ as the function of width l shares the similar behavior
for Gubser-Rocha model and RN-AdS geometry. That is to say, z∗ monotonously
increases as l increases. When l→∞, z∗ approaches to the horizon of the black hole,
while in the limit of l → 0, z∗ → 0. It is expected that in high temperature limit,
as we have mentioned in the above subsection, the z∗ and many information-related
quantities of the Gubser-Rocha model are similar with that of the RN-AdS model.
• However, in the low temperature region, z∗ exhibits some obvious differences between
Gurbser-Rocha model and RN-AdS geometry. From the above left plot, we see that
for Gubser-Rocha model, there is a domain of l, where z∗ is almost zero. As l increases
and is beyond some critical value, z∗ gradually climbs up and finally approaches the
black hole horizon. But for the RN-AdS geometry, there is no such a domain of l (see
the above right plot). Correspondingly, for Gubser-Rocha model, there is a domain
of T , where z∗ almost vanishes (see the lower left plot) when l is smaller than some
critical value. But conversely for RN-AdS background, z∗ is finite for non-zero l in
the limit of zero temperature (see the below right plot). In low temperature region
of Gubser-Rocha model, it is seen that for a fixed width l one has lˆ = l/µ → 0,
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which means that the minimum surface will only stay at the near boundary region.
This interprets why z∗ for Gubser-Rocha model is significantly smaller than that for
RN-AdS model in low temperature region.
We would like to point out that to find the difference of z∗ between Gubser-Rocha model
and RN-AdS background, we have implemented a numerical computation with higher preci-
sion. This is not an easy and straightforward work because in the limit of zero temperature,
z∗ for Gubser-Rocha model also tends to zero, such that much higher precision and precau-
tion are needed in the numerics. In addition, in the following numerical calculations, the
numerical precision depends crucially on the precision of the z∗ value.
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FIG. 3: HEE as the function of the width l for fixed temperature (left plot) and as the function
of temperature T for fixed l (right plot). The solid lines are for the Gubser-Rocha model and the
dotted lines are for the RN-AdS background.
We move on to study the behaviors of HEE. The HEE as the function of width l for
fixed temperature and as the function of temperature T for fixed l are exhibited in FIG.3.
Qualitatively, the behaviors of HEE for Gubser-Rocha model are similar to that for RN-AdS
background. That is to say, for fixed and finite temperature, as the width l decreases, the
HEE decreases and tends to negative infinity in the limit of l→ 0. While for fixed width l,
as the temperature rises, the HEE increases. However, if we take a closer look at the relation
between the temperature and the HEE, we find that in the high temperature region, the
value of HEE for Gubser-Rocha model and RN-AdS background is almost the same. But in
the low temperature region, HEE for Gubser-Rocha model is larger than that for RN-AdS
background. It means that, the degree of freedom in Gubser-Rocha model is more entangled
than that in the RN-AdS model in low temperature region.
Further, in more details, we separately compare the Gubser-Rocha model and the RN-
AdS model with different widths as FIG.4. We find that the HEE of Gubser-Rocha model
8
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FIG. 4: HEE as the function of the temperature for different width l. The blue line is for Gubser-
Rocha model and the orange line for RN-AdS background.
in low temperature region exhibits a non-monotonic behavior that the HEE decreases first
and then increase with the increase of the temperature. But the HEE of RN-AdS model
monotonically grows with the temperature, which has been analytically verified in the low
temperature region in [43]. Here, we shall also implement an analytical understanding on
the HEE behavior as the function of temperature.
Note that the HEE (9) and the width (10) are both dimensionfull. They are also expressed
in terms of the dimensionfull coordinate and metric exponents. In order to implement
the temperature derivation at fixed dimensionless width l, we could use dimensionless x
coordinate at first. By the coordinate transformation x → µx, the dimensionless HEE can
be re-casted into,
S =
1
µ
∫ lˆ
0
√
gyy
(
gxx + gzz
(dz
dxˆ
)2)
dxˆ =
1
µ
∫ l
0
√
gyy
(
gxx + gzzµ2
(dz
dx
)2)
dx . (12)
Since S is a function of l and Q, variating the HEE with respect to T renders,
∂S
∂T
∣∣∣∣
l
=
(∂S
∂l
∂l
∂Q
+
∂S
∂Q
)∣∣∣
l
dQ
dT
. (13)
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The first term in the bracket in the above equation can be calculated as(∂S
∂l
∂l
∂Q
)∣∣∣
l
= − l(1 + 2Q)
2
√
3(Q(1 +Q))3/2
. (14)
In the limit of zero temperature, we have Q → +∞, therefore, this term is negligible. On
the other hand, we can reduce from (5) as
dQ
dT
= −8piQ
3/2
√
3
< 0 . (15)
Consequently, the sign of ∂S
∂T
∣∣
l
is determined by the sign of the ∂S
∂Q
∣∣∣
l
. Remind that in low
temperature region the minimum surface locates at the near boundary region, so we only
need to consider the small z case. Re-casting Eq. (12) into an integral with respect to z like
(10), and taking the derivative, we find that up to the leading order of z,
∂S
∂Q
∣∣∣∣
l
=
∫ z∗
0
[
(Q+ 1)3(4Q− 1)z
4
√
3(Q(Q+ 1))3/2
+O(z2)
]
dz +
2Q+ 1
2
√
3(Q(Q+ 1))3/2z∗
> 0. (16)
Then, recalling (15), it is not difficult to conclude that
∂S
∂T
∣∣∣∣
l
< 0 . (17)
Therefore, we analytically proved that in low temperature region the HEE monotonically
decreases with the temperature.
For AdS-RN black hole system the zero temperature limit means µ → √6. It indicates
that the first term in the bracket in Eq.(13) cannot be negligible even in the region of low
temperature. At last it leads to ∂S
∂T
∣∣
l
> 0. In contrast to the case of Gubser-Rocha model,
the HEE for RN-AdS background increases as the temperature goes up even in the region
of low temperature. For the detailed analysis for the case of RN-AdS background, we can
refer to Ref.[43].
B. Mutual information
In this subsection, we study the MI from Gubser-Rocha model. HEE suffers from the
divergence from asymptotic AdS boundary and so we need to introduce a cutoff, just as
done as previous subsection. This issue can be avoided in MI.
To proceed, we consider two disjoint subsystems A and C, which are separated by the
subsystem B. Then, the MI between A and C can be defined as
I(A,C) = SA + SC − SA∪C . (18)
10
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FIG. 5: A cartoon of MI and EoP for symmetric configuration. A non-trivial MI equals to the
difference between the area of connected configuration (blue curves) and the area of the connected
configuration (red curves). The vertical dashed line Γ represents the minimal cross section con-
necting the tops of Cb and Ca,b,c. l denotes the size of the subsystems and D is the separation
scale.
A non-trivial MI requires S(A∪C) = S(B) +S(A∪B ∪C). Obviously, MI is a linear com-
bination of EE. Due to this appropriate combination, the UV divergence of HEE is removed
in MI. In addition, MI partly removes the thermal entropy contribution [34]. Therefore, it
is a more relevant quantity to describe quantum entanglement.
We again consider an infinite strip configuration along y-axis for the subsystems and
focus on the symmetric case, which is described as:
A := {0 > x > l,−∞ < y <∞} ,
B := {l > x > l +D,−∞ < y <∞} ,
C := {l +D < x < 2l +D,−∞ < y <∞} . (19)
l is the the size of the subsystem and D is separation scale. The intersecting surface of this
configuration is shown in FIG.5.
Left plot in FIG.6 exhibits MI over Gubser-Rocha model as the function of the separation
scale D for fixed subsystem size l and different temperature (solid lines). We find that for
fixed temperature and subsystem size l, MI decreases as the separation scale D increases.
If we further increase the separation scale such that it is beyond certain critical value,
MI vanishes, which indicates disentangling between two sub-systems. We also exhibits the
behavior of MI as the function of the system size l for fixed D and different temperatures in
the right plot in FIG.6. We find that MI decreases with the decrease of l and vanishes when l
is below some value. This result is qualitatively in agreement with that over a neutral black
hole [34] and also over RN-AdS background (dotted lines). But note that quantitatively, the
11
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FIG. 6: Left plot: MI as the function of separation scale D with fixed system size l for different
temperature. Right plot: MI as the function of system size l with fixed separation scale D for
different temperature. The solid lines are for the Gubser-Rocha model and the dotted lines are for
the RN-AdS background.
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FIG. 7: Parameter space (l,D), in which MI is non-zero only in the shaded region.
value of MI over RN-AdS is smaller than that over Gubser-Rocha model. Further, FIG.7
shows the parameter space (l, D), in which the shaded region denotes non-zero MI. An
obvious characteristic is that for the fixed temperature, when the subsystem size l increases,
the critical lines tend to be a constant. It indicates that if we want to have a non-zero MI,
the separation scale D shall be constrained in certain region.
In addition, we also note that the MI of Gubser-Rocha model is always larger than that
of RN-AdS model. This observation is consistent with that of the HEE, which have been
found in the above section. This consistence is reasonable because the MI is directly related
to the HEE. It would be interesting to test whether another entanglement measure, the EoP,
would give the same behavior. We shall discuss this question in the next subsection.
In the left plot in FIG.8, we show the result of how MI depends on the temperature for
Gubser-Rocha model (solid lines). We see that as the temperature rises, MI falls and finally
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FIG. 8: MI as the function of the temperature for different l and D. The solid lines are for the
Gubser-Rocha model and the dotted lines are for the RN-AdS background.
vanishes when the temperature is beyond some critical value. Therefore, when we heat up
the system, a disentangling transition happens. This observation is consistent with that in
[34, 51]. To make a comparison, we also show MI as the function of the temperature over
RN-AdS background (dotted lines in FIG.8). We again confirm that the value of MI over
RN-AdS background is smaller than that over Gubser-Rocha model.
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FIG. 9: The cartoon of MI and EoP for non-symmetric configuration.
In the above study, we consider that the configuration is symmetric, i.e., the sizes of
the subsystems A and C are equal. Next, we turn to explore the properties of MI with
non-symmetrical configuration, i.e., the sizes of A and C are unequal, as shown in FIG.9.
We denote the sizes of the subsystems A and C as a and c and the separation size as
b. FIG.10 exhibits MI as the function of the temperature over Gubser-Rocha model for
non-symmetrical configuration. Qualitatively, the picture of MI for non-symmetrical config-
uration is consistent with that for symmetrical configuration. In particular, the value of MI
over RN-AdS geometry is also smaller than that over Gubser-Rocha model, which indicates
13
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FIG. 10: MI as the function of the temperature for non-symmetrical configuration. The solid lines
are for the Gubser-Rocha model and the dotted lines are for the RN-AdS background.
that this behavior is robust and independent of the configuration.
C. Entanglement of purification
In this subsection, we turn to explore EoP over Gubser-Rocha model. EoP is an effective
description on mixed state of two subsystems. In holography, EoP is proposed as the area of
the minimum cross-section of the entanglement wedge [38, 39]. We firstly study the case of
symmetric configuration, for which the EoP equals the area of the vertical line Γ connecting
the tops of the minimum surfaces (see FIG.5). The EoP over Gubser-Rocha model can be
specifically calculated as
Γ =
∫ z2l+D
zD
√
gyygzzdz
=
∫ z2l+D
zD
(16pi2Tˆ 2 + 3z)3/2
4piTˆ z2
√
27(z − 1)z2 + 144pi2Tˆ 2z(z2 − 1) + 256pi4Tˆ 4(z3 − 1)
dz . (20)
We then numerically integrate the above formula and study various properties of the EoP
Eω.
Left plot in FIG.11 exhibits the EoP as the function of separation scale D with fixed
l = 1 for different temperatures. It is obvious that the EoP decreases with the increase of
D at first, and then, when D is beyond certain critical value, EoP vanishes. It is expected
because MI vanishes and the sub-systems disentangle. We also study the EoP as function
of l with fixed D = 0.3 in the right plot in FIG.11, which shows that the EoP decreases
with the decrease of l and vanishes when l is below some value. At the same time, we show
EoP over RN-AdS background as the function of separation scale D with fixed l = 1 for
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FIG. 11: Left plot: EoP as the function of separation scale D with fixed system size l = 1 for
different temperature. Right plot: EoP as the function of system size l with fixed separation scale
D = 0.3 for different temperature temperature. The solid lines are for the Gubser-Rocha model
and the dashed lines are for the RN-AdS background.
different temperatures (dashed lines). We find that the EoP, in contrast to the MI behavior,
the EoP of Gubser-Rocha model is always smaller than that of the RN-AdS model. This
shows that the MI reveals the opposite entanglement property from that of the EoP. For
subsystems with the same temperature and configuration, EoP shows that the dual quantum
system of RN-AdS entangles strongly than that of the Gubser-Rocha model, while MI gives
completely opposite conclusion. We hope that we can give a well understanding on this
difference from the two informational quantities between the Gubser-Rocha model and the
RN-AdS background in future.
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FIG. 12: EoP as the function of temperature T with symmetric configuration. Left plot is for
different separation size D and the fixed system size l = 1. Right plot is for the different system
size l and the fixed separation scale D = 0.3. The solid lines are for the Gubser-Rocha model and
the dashed lines are for the RN-AdS background.
The temperature dependence of EoP over Gubser-Rocha model is also explored in FIG.12.
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We find that as the temperature rises, the EoP slowly decreases, and then, when the tem-
perature is beyond some critical value, the EoP suddenly falls to zero. It is because the
corresponding MI vanishes and means that both sub-systems is disentangle. For compari-
son, we also show the temperature dependence of EoP over RN-AdS background, which is
exhibited by dashed lines in FIG.12. Again, it confirms the observation that the EoP of
Gubser-Rocha model is always smaller than that of the RN-AdS model.
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FIG. 13: EoP as the function of sub-system size a (left plot) and the separation size b (right plot),
respectively.
Next, we briefly discuss the EoP for non-symmetric configuration, for which EoP is no
longer the integral between the two turning points of the sub-systems (see FIG.9). The
calculation of the EoP for non-symmetric configuration is a hard work, in particular for low
temperature. Ref.[43] provides a detailed description on the numerical technics. We shall
follow the method provided in Ref.[43] to work out the EoP for non-symmetric configuration.
We sum up the results as what follows.
• When the sub-system size becomes small or the separation size becomes large, both
the sub-systems disentangle (FIG.13). In the entangling region, EoP monotonically
increases (decreases) as the sub-system size (separation size) increases (FIG.13).
• In the high temperature region, the sub-systems are disentangling. In the interme-
diate temperature region, as the temperature rises, the EoP monotonically decreases
(FIG.14). These observations are consistent with that in other models, for exam-
ple, RN-AdS background [43] and the holographic model with momentum relaxation
[44, 45].
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• The EoP of Gubser-Rocha model is also smaller than that of the RN-AdS model (see
FIG.14).
The above results for non-symmetric configuration are consistent with that for symmetric
configuration.
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FIG. 14: EoP as the function of temperature for non-symmetric configuration. The solid lines are
for the Gubser-Rocha model and the dotted lines are for the RN-AdS background.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we study the information quantities, including HEE, MI and EoP, over
Gubser-Rocha model. The informational quantities from Gubser-Rocha model exhibits some
common characteristics as that of most holographic models. We summarize these properties
as what follows.
• As the sub-system size enlarges, both MI and EoP monotonically decrease, and then
when the sub-system size is beyond certain critical value, MI and EoP drop down to
zero and so the sub-systems disentangle.
• When the separation size is small, the sub-systems disentangle. As the separation size
increases and is beyond some certain critical value, both MI and EoP have non-trivial
value. While the separation size is further enlarged, both MI and EoP monotonically
increase.
• In the high temperature region, both MI and EoP monotonically decrease as the
temperature climbs up, and then when the temperature exceeds some critical value,
MI and EoP drop down to zero and a disentangling phase transition happens.
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In contrast to most holographic models such as RN-AdS background with non-vanishing
ground state entropy density, Gubser-Rocha model has vanishing ground state entropy den-
sity. We expect that some novel, even singular informational properties in the limit of zero
temperature emerges. However, we have not found any singular behavior of entanglement-
related physical quantities in the limit of zero temperature limit. A brief comment is pre-
sented as what follows. In AdS-RN black hole system the zero temperature limit means
µ→ √6, where the metric and the scaling unit are both finite. Therefore, the HEE in zero
temperature limit will approach a fixed value. However, the zero temperature of Gubser-
Rocha model means Q → ∞ and hence µ → ∞, where the metric and the scaling unit are
both infinite. The HEE behavior need to be analyzed carefully. Interestingly, the µ → ∞
indicates that any strip with finite width l will have vanishing lˆ. It seems like that the min-
imum surface should reside in the near boundary region, and the behavior of HEE seems to
be determined by the AdS boundary. If it is true, the HEE will behave as S ∼ −1/l because
in the AdS case we have Sˆ ∼ −1/lˆ and hence we obtain S = Sˆ/µ ∼ −1/(µlˆ) ∼ −1/l.
However, this expectation is not true because the zero temperature limit for Gubser-Rocha
model also renders the metric being divergent.
Nevertheless, we found a peculiar property of these entanglement-related physical quan-
tities of Gubser-Rocha model that the HEE in low temperature region decreases with the
increase of temperature, which is contrary to the entanglement property of most holographic
models. This novel phenomenon has been analytically proved and we argued that it at-
tributes to the singular property of Gubser-Rocha model in the limit of zero temperature.
We also found that the HEE, as well as the MI, of the Gubser-Rocha model is larger than
that of the RN-AdS model; meanwhile, the EoP of the Gubser-Rocha model is smaller than
that of the RN-AdS model. This result suggests that, the EoP exhibits distinct behaviors
from the HEE as well as the MI. In the sense of comparing the entanglement between the
Gubser-Rocha model and the RN-AdS model, it is worthwhile to find out which one is the
better candidate for the mixed state entanglement.
Finally, we give several directions worthy of further study and promotion. First of all,
whether MI or EoP is more suitable for describing the mixed state entanglement is worth
discussing in more holographic models. Secondly, the ground state with vanishing entropy
density can be constructed based on Gubser-Rochas model, so it is worthwhile to explore the
mixed state entanglement of ground states in these generalized models. Finally, more mixed-
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state entanglement, such as Renyi entropy or entanglement negativity, could be considered
in this model and further compared with HEE, MI and EoP.
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